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dr toddystone

• When I was about 12, I invented this …
well, it’s hard to say what it was
– I created a map of a lost continent
– I populated it with all kinds of exciting and
interesting things
– I invented a character, dr toDdystone
– I moved dr toddystone through the lost
continent a day at a time
– I wrote a diary of his daily adventures

• I used the framework of a role-playing
game to create story – for fun!

The lord of the rings

• I read this threE times in my teens
• It shows that you can build a completely
imaginary, yet believable and
entirely self-consistent world

Dungeons & dragons

• I played a lot of d&d in
1976/1977
• Back then, kids didn’t have
as much homework,
so they got to spend time
doing things they
enjoyed
• D&d introduced some
concepts I hadn’t come
across before, such as levels

The solo dungeon

•
•

This was my first
published game
It was among the
earliest “choose your
own adventure games”
in the uk

• Unlike anything else at the time, it was
open-ended

advent
•

Welcome to Adventure!! Would you like instructions?
y
Somewhere nearby is Colossal Cave, where others
have found fortunes in treasure and gold, though it
is rumored that some who enter are never seen
again. Magic is said to work in the cave. I will be
your eyes and hands. Direct me with commands of 1
or 2 words. I should warn you that I look at only
the first five letters of each word, so you'll have
to enter "northeast" as "ne" to distinguish it from
"north". (Should you get stuck, type "help" for
some general hints. For information on how to end
your adventure, etc., type "info".)

• Roy trubshaw played advent right the
way through.
– He was the first at essex university to get
the last point

setuwp

• Roy had wanted access to the interprocess communication routines of essex
university’s pdp-10
– Just to play with them

• However, He was denied these privileges
• Looking for ways round the problem, he
came across setuwp

mud

• Here’s a (faked) screenshot:
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
• This is pretty much why I’m on this
panel and you’re not!

Conclusion

• Mud is at the root of the mmo family
tree
• Its virtual worldliness did not come from
other games
– The same can also be said of Sceptre of
goth, Avatar, Island of kesmai, Aradath,
Monster and, of course, habitAT

• However, it did make use of ideas from
alL over the place
• “everything is intertwingled”

